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In order to accommodate individual surgeon preferences, American 
Medical Endoscopy paired with T.A.G. Medical Products to offer a full 
line of Arthroscopic Instruments.
T.A.G strives to provide the finest quality engineered products and 
ground floor research for the world's leading surgeons enabling it to 
solidify a pioneering role in the world of advanced surgical techniques.
From heat-treated stainless steel, to wire EDM technology, all of our 
instruments offer excellent strength and first rate craftsmanship.
Containing over fifteen instruments offering a solution for every angle, 
the small joint line has been adapted from instruments previously 
developed for large joint arthroscopy. They have been downsized and 
altered for use in the smaller confines of joints minimizing the risk of 
articular cartilage damage.

Milled from a solid piece of hardened  
steel and coated in chromium

Safe pin mechanism 
increases longevity by 
preventing damage to the 
tip of the instruments

Ergonomicallyengineered
handles minimize fatigue

Polished metal finish decreases 
friction between metal and 
tissues

Conveniently designed in
left and right bends
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TAG-701112
2.1mm blunt nose forceps, right

TAG-701122
2.1mm blunt nose forceps, left

TAG-701151
2.1mm blunt nose forceps, down

TAG-705100
2.5mm, scissors

TAG-727131
2.7mm grasper, up

TAG-725100
2.5mm grasper

TAG-138004
90° probe

TAG-138003
Straight probe

TAG-138013
30° probe

TAG-701100
2.1mm blunt nose forceps, straight

Small Joint Set – Wrist; Hand; Elbow; Ankle

T.A.G. Instrumentation 
The distinctive design of TAG’s instruments allows for unprecedented comfort, precision and security to 
for retrieval, penetration, cutting and holding of tissue and suture.

T.A.G. Small Joint Instruments 
Forceps, Scissors & Probes

TAG-727100
2.7mm blunt nose forceps

TAG-701131
2.1mm blunt nose 15° forceps, up
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STS-ART-201-27-SET
Arthroscopy sheath  
Continuous high flow
Rotatable with 2 stopcocks
Conical blunt obturator
Works with 0° to 70° scopes
Size: 2.7mm
Length: 110mm

STS-1027-110BA
HD Arthroscope                                   
Color coded red                           
Diameter: 2.7mm  
Working length: 110mm
Angle: Wide
View: 30°

Arthroscopy Sheath & Optik
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TAG-7gsp2
Safety Mechanism set 0.6

TAG-7gsp3
Shear pin set for penetrating grasper

TAG-7gsp6
Safety Mechanism set 0.4

Safety Mechanisms Shear Pin Set


